Panye (/pa.nye/)

This pattern was designed by Elisabeth Desamour, owner of Desamour Designs. We have made every effort to ensure that these instructions are accurate and complete. We cannot, however, be responsible
for human error, typographical mistakes, or variations in individual work. This product is intended solely for non-commercial home use. Reproduction or distribution of this publication is prohibited unless
specially authorized. This includes, but is not limited to, any form of reproduction or distribution on or through the Internet, including posting, scanning, or email transmission.Items made from this pattern may be
sold in small quantities, but wholesale is prohibited. Please give the designer credit.
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Materials: 1 30 yds W
 orsted weight (4) yarn. Measuring tape. Darning needle. T
 unisian Hook w/ cable: 6.5mm|K10.5

Basic Return Row- S
 tep 1: Yo, draw through 1 loop, (this ch forms the edge st). Yo, and draw through 2 loops. Repeat
step 2 until 1 loop remains on hook. Do not turn. The loop left on the hook is the 1st st of the next row.
Tunisian Purl Stitch (Tps)- on forward half of row, bring yarn to front, insert hook in next vertical bar, bring yarn to
back under hook, wrap around hook from back to front, draw yarn through st (purl made)
Tunisian Knit Stitch (Tks)- Skip the bar below the loop on your hook. *Insert the hook from front to back through the
fabric, between the two halves of the vertical loop, yarn over, and pull up a loop. Repeat from * for every knit stitch
across the row.

Abbreviations
Ch= Chain
Sl st= Slip stitch
Tks= Tunisian knit stitch
Fwp= Forward pass
Rp= Return pass
Tps= Tunisian purl stitch
Instructions
Ch 46.
Foundation r ow
Fwp: S
 k first ch, *insert hook in next ch, yo, pull lp through, leave lp on hook, rep from * across.
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Rtp: Follow instructions for basic return row.
Pattern
R1: S
 k first vertical bar, [4 tks, 4 tps] to last 5 sts, 4 tks, insert hook in last st under two outer vertical bars, yo, pull lp
through.
R2-4: repeat row 1
R 5: Sk first vertical bar, [4 tps, 4 tks] to last 5 sts, 4 tps, insert hook in last st under two outer vertical bars, yo, pull lp
through.
R6-8: Repeat row 5
Rep rows 1-8 two more times
Bind Off. Fasten Off. Block your square to size. Weave ends.

You just created magic with a hook and yarn! Look at you go... Now go show off that work of art!
Share your finished Panye with me for a chance to be featured: Instagram: @desamourdesigns Facebook: Facebook.com/desamourdesigns
#desamourdesigns www.instagram.com/desamourdesigns
This is an original pattern from Desamour Designs, ©2020. Please do not reprint, repost, or sell any parts of this pattern, but feel free to link back to my website or shop. You are
welcome to sell finished items made from this pattern, but kindly link back to my website. Send questions to desamouravecamour@gmail.com.
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